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In this expanded and updated edition, The Piano in Chamber
Ensemble: An Annotated Guide features over 3200
compositions, from duos to octets, by more than 1600
composers. Maurice Hinson and Wesley Roberts catalog
published works for piano with two or more instruments with
information on performance level, length, individual
movements, overall style, and publisher. Divided into sections
according to the number and types of instruments involved,
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble then subdivides entries
according to the actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind,
brass, and percussion players and teachers will find a wealth
of chamber works from all periods in this invaluable guide.
But these operas are far more than imitations: they show an
apprehension of convention and genre that is nothing less
than a dismantling of accepted formulas, and a highly original
reconstruction of them."--Jacket.
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble describes more than 3,200
compositions, from duos to octets, by more than 1,600
composers. It is divided into sections according to the number
of instruments involved, then subdivided according to the
actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind, brass, and
percussion players and their teachers will find a wealth of
chamber works from all periods.
Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most definitive
publication on the status of the euphonium in the history of
this often misunderstood and frequently under-appreciated
instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the
wealth of repertoire, and the incredible discography of the
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euphonium. Music educators, composers/arrangers,
instrument historians, performers on other instruments, and
students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba, etc.)
will find the exhaustive research evident in this volume's
pages to be compelling and comprehensive. Contributors are
Lloyd Bone, Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey,
Marc Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll
Gotcher, Atticus Hensley, Lisa M. Hocking, Sharon Huff,
Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston Morris, John Mueller,
Michael B. O'Connor, Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly
Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew J. Tropman, and
Mark J. Walker.
Pour présenter les aspects variés de la vie musicale des rues
durant quatre siècles. Les textes s'appuyent sur de nombreux
documents iconographiques, documents d'archives et
instruments de musique.
Les journées de cuivres anciens (Early Brass Days), the
Historic Brass Society conference at the Cité de la Musique in
Paris, attracted performers, scholars, educators, and students
of early brass from various parts of Europe and the United
States. Brass Scholarship in Review provides a record of the
scholarly side of the conference, including reports on
roundtable discussions as well as individual papers from
leading authorities on early brass. Articles cover a wide range
of interests, from the historical to the technical, from the
Renaissance to the twentieth century. There are articles on
such diverse topics as early hunting horn signals, trumpeters
in Renaissance Parma, early recordings, trumpet acoustics,
and the characteristics of metals used in early instrument
manufacture. The volume is particularly rich in nineteenthcentury topics, including ground-breaking work on Adolph Sax
as leader of the banda of the Paris Opéra and recent
discoveries relating to the Gautrot firm of instrument makers.
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Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at
Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins, catalogs,
programs, brochures, articles, calendars, histories,
and posters.
Fantaisie brillante [sic] [music][Markham, Ont.] :
Eighth Note PublicationsGuide to the Euphonium
RepertoireThe Euphonium Source BookIndiana
University Press
The Paris Conservatoire’s rigorous curriculum for
training both singers and instrumentalists led to a
wealth of musical treasures in the form of pieces
composed specifically for the end-of-year
examinations, which culminated in a public prize
competition, the Concours du Conservatoire. The
solos composed for these examinations, both the
sight-reading works and the longer contest pieces
(morceaux de concours), constitute the first
extended series of compositions for woodwinds,
brass, and harp in music history, being composed
nearly annually for each instrument beginning in the
1830s. The wealth of musical treasures resulting
from this systematic accumulation of works
represents the historical core of these instrumental
repertories today. The present volume contains a
selection of morceaux de concours by both the
teacher-composers of the Conservatoire saxophone
class and other influential composers whose works
are suitable for saxophone performance.
This Guide has resulted from years of research on the
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papers and music of Giacomo Meyerbeer, and aims to
provide a bibliographical aid and point of reference for
further research. The first part presents the private
papers connected to the composer and his principal
librettist, Eugène Scribe—both archival and printed, with
working papers and correspondence, as found in Berlin,
Paris and some of the famous libraries of the world. The
body of Part 2 draws together all the known resources on
Meyerbeer's life and historical reputation—from full scale
biographies and entries in reference books, through
critical discussions to website resources to records of
symposia. The third part provides material about his
background with its unique mixture of Jewish and
Prussian elements, the powerful role of the city of Berlin
in his life and work. The fourth part lists bibliographic
material for Meyerbeer's music, looking at his operas,
grouped as German, Italian and French, with each
individual entry providing a record of the scores
available, both modern and historical, the various
arrangements made from the operas during the heyday
of their popularity, reviews of modern performances,
discography, and bibliography of studies and
publications pertinent to the wider cultural and historical
contexts of the works. The next two sections constitute
an extended record of material pertinent to the
contemporaries of Meyerbeer. In the fifth section are
select bibliographies of composers, authors, artists,
performers, politicians, those who played some part in
the composer's life, or anyone of significance in his wider
contemporary circumstances. This is continued in the
sixth part where the cultural and aesthetic elements of
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the composer's milieu, or life in the theatre during
seventy years of the nineteenth century, are listed. The
seventh part adds a bibliography of social and historical
background, where the incidental issues of Judaism in
nineteenth-century Europe, and the wider political,
historical and geographical circumstances of
Meyerbeer's life, his relentless travelling, and closely
recorded experiences in Germany, France, Italy,
Belgium, England, and Austria. The eighth section
provides a thematic key to this extensive material. Part 9
provides an extended tripartite series of lists of the
published scores, arrangements and some special
studies of Meyerbeer over the period 1820 to 2005—in
alphabetical, chronological and thematic ordering. The
last two sections furnish the modern equivalent of this
record of Meyerbeer and his compositions, showing in
Part 11 the list of performances of his operas since the
Second World War, and in Part 12, listing the recordings
of the operas, both commercial and private, for the same
period. The thirteenth and last section is iconographical,
pictures that represent an interesting survey of the
popular response to Meyerbeer in the 19th century.
Guide to the Tuba Repertoire is the most comprehensive
investigation ever undertaken into the literature and
discography of any single musical instrument. Under the
direction of R. Winston Morris and Daniel Perantoni, this
publication represents more than 40 years of research by
dozens of leading professionals throughout the world.
The guide defines the current status of the tuba and
documents its growth since its inception in 1835.
Contributors are Ron Davis, Jeffrey Funderburk, David
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Graves, Skip Gray, Charles A. McAdams, R. Winston
Morris, Mark A. Nelson, Timothy J. Northcut, Daniel
Perantoni, Philip Sinder, Joseph Skillen, Kenyon Wilson,
and Jerry A. Young.
A massive research effort by leading professional tubists
in 36 countries presents a comprehensive picture of the
tuba. The "baby" of the orchestra, the tuba was "born" in
1835. The first major solo compositions for the
instrument appeared only in the 1950s, but in the next
forty years the body of literature for the tuba increased at
an amazing pace. The first several chapters of The Tuba
Source Book identify that literature by ensemble type.
They provide bibliographic data and descriptions of
1,900 pieces for tuba and keyboard, 234 for tuba and
band, 1,056 for tuba ensemble, 106 for tuba and strings,
and 258 for unaccompanied tuba, as well as hundreds of
works in other categories and 456 methods and studies.
The chapter entitled "Recommended Basic Repertoire" is
subdivided by level, from high school through
professional, and "Orchestral Excerpts," in addition to
listing 146 works that every tubist should know, includes
advice on how to audition. The Tuba Source Book also
offers an extensive discography (400 entries), a very
complete bibliography, biographies of professional
tubists, career advice, guidelines for composing and
arranging music for the tuba, and lists of instrument
builders and sources of tuba equipment. This
encyclopedic volume fills a need for tubists at all levels of
study and accomplishment. It is invaluable for
composers, music educators, conductors, administrators,
librarians, historians, and everyone who enjoys the art of
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tuba performance.
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